The Folly Fellowship’s Journal was launched in the winter of 2001 and remains an annual publication. Its aim is to advance the study and our understanding of follies, grottoes and ornamental buildings within landscape parks and gardens. A limited number of back issues are available and can be obtained through the website www.follies.org.uk

Number 1: Winter 2001
- Andrew Plumridge – HATCHFORD PARK AND THE TEMPLE OF SLEEP
- William Podmore – THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSALL HALL GARDENS
- Elizabeth Johnson – TWO ‘LOST’ BUILDINGS
- Susan Kellerman – BATH HOUSES: AN INTRODUCTION
- William Hawkes – THE WALTON BATH HOUSE, WARWICKSHIRE
- Peter H. Thornborrow – THE BATH HOUSE, WHARFEDALE LAWN, WETHERBY, WEST YORKSHIRE
- Vernon Gibberd – NORTH FRITH: BATHING CABINS AND OTHER FOLLIES
- Karen Lynch – GIPTON SPA, LEEDS
- Susan Kellerman – BATH HOUSES: GAZETTEER

Number 2: Winter 2002
- Patrick Eyres – THE FOLLY OF FOLLIES! OR WHAT’S IN A WORD
- Samantha Matthews – ‘PYRAMIDS AND MAUSOLEAN POMP’: THE FOLLY OF NINETEENTH CENTURY MAUSOLEA
- Karen Lynch and Susan Kellerman – THE TEMPLE, HAREWOOD HOUSE
- Oliver Bradbury – A NEO-CLASSICAL PLUNGE AT STON EASTON PARK, SOMERSET
- Eric Throssell – HARTWELL: A LOST FORMAL GARDEN, A CLASSICAL IDYLL – AND A MYTH DISPELLED
- Jonathan Holt – WIDCOMBE MANOR: A TOUR ROUND ‘THE GOLDEN HOUSE’
- Michael Cousins – THE GARDEN BUILDINGS AT ENVILLE HALL, STAFFORDSHIRE
- Susan Kellerman – BATH HOUSE GAZETTEER: UPDATE

Number 3: Winter 2003
- Philip Knowling – LANDSCAPE JEWELLERY
- Nigel Temple – A HERMIT FOR CADLAND? ‘the soner the Better’
- Anna Douglas – SOLITUDE: THE HERMIT PROJECT
- Ansuman Biswas – FOLLY
- Richard Higgs – STOURHEAD REVISITED
- Garance Rawinsky – A FANTASY LAND, OR THE SOUL OF THE CITY? THE NEK CHAND ROCK GARDEN, CHANDIGARH, INDIA

Book Review:
Patrick Eyres (ed.) Arcadian Greens Rural: William Shenstone and the Poetics of Landscape Gardening at The Leasowes, Hagley and Envillle, and at Little Sparta (New Arcadian Journal, 53/54) (TOM WILLIAMSON)
Number 4: Winter 2004
- Ptolemy Dean - ‘PTOLEMY’S ARCH’, TOMBOY HILL, ANTHONY, CORNWALL
- Michael Symes - ST ANNE’S HILL: THE TUSCULLUM OF CHARLES JAMES FOX
- Rob Woodside - ‘RUINOUS BY NATURE’: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE GROTTO AT CROOME
- Peter Hirschmann - URBAN LANDSCAPE JEWELLERY
- Richard Craven - DESIGN AND FALL

Number 5: Winter 2005
- Timothy Mowl and Philip White - A FOLLY FROM THE BRUSH OF A FOLLY BUILDER
- Karen Lynch - VISIT BRITAIN’S LANDMARKS: FOLLIES ON SHELL ADVERTISING POSTERS IN THE 1930S
- Michael Cousins - WROXTON ABBEY, OXFORDSHIRE: AN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ESTATE

Number 6: Winter 2006
- Ann Tout and Susan Kellerman - SIR JOHN BETJEMAN 1906-1984: A CENTENARY TRIBUTE
- Andrew White - ‘THE FOLLY TO END ALL FOLLIES’? THE ASHTON MEMORIAL, LANCASTER
- Michael Symes - OATLANDS GROTTO REVISITED
- Michael Bevington - ‘THE WATCHER ON THE COLUMN’: THE PRINCE’S COLUMN AT STOWE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
- Harry Beamish and Karen Lynch - THE COLUMN, GIBSIDE, COUNTY DURHAM

Book Review:
- Timothy Mowl William Kent: Architect, Designer, Opportunist (PATRICK EYRES)

Number 7: Winter 2007
- Karen Lynch - TAKING GREAT NOTICE: DOROTHY RICHARDSON’S ACCOUNT OF ORNAMENTAL BUILDINGS ON THE BOYNTON ESTATE, EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE
- Hans van Lemmen - CERAMIC FOLLIES
- Nick Owen - BURTON PYNSENT, SOMERSET: BROWN’S COLUMN AND THE LANDSCAPE OF WILLIAM AND HESTER PITT
- Patrick Eyres - FOLLIES OF DISSENT AND OMISSION: MONUMENTAL REFLECTIONS ON THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
- Dianne Barre - RICHARD HILL’S ‘RUSTIC PORTAL’: HAWKSTONE HALL, SHROPSHIRE, 1726-27

Number 8: Winter 2009
- Michael Cousins - THE CAVES AT BANWELL, AVON
- Simon Scott - THE FOLLIES OF BOUGHTON PARK
- Michael Cousins - ‘AS FOR PARADISE WHICH IS BUT ANOTHER NAME FOR KINGSGATE’
Number 9: Summer 2010  FOLLIES IN FRANCE I: SCRATCHING THE SURFACE
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – Map, Prologue, Preface, Introduction, , Epilogue
- Rita Boogaart – A SHORT HISTORY OF FRENCH GARDENS IN RELATION TO FOLLIES
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – ARTICLES PER DEPARTMENT
- Pieter Boogaart – ETYMOLOGICAL ARTICLE: THE ENGLISH WORD FOLLY, THE FRENCH WORD FOLIE

Number 10: Winter 2010  FOLLIES IN FRANCE II: SCRATCHING THE SURFACE
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – Map, Prologue, Epilogue, Index
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – ARTICLES PER DEPARTMENT
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – LIST OF FOLLIES, GROTTOES AND GARDEN BUILDINGS IN FRANCE

Number 11: Winter 2011  GROTTOES AND OTHER FOLLIES
- Lisa Stone and Jim Zanzi – GROTTO FOLLIES IN THE HEARTLAND
- Blott Kerr-Wilson – THE MAKING OF EATON HALL GROTTO
- Jo Farb Hernandez – JUAN MARIA GARCIA NAVÉIRA (16 MAY 1849 TO 9 MARCH 1933) BETANZOS (A CORUNA)

Number 12: Winter 2012  SHELL HOUSES AND OTHER FOLLIES
- Jo Farb Hernandez – FRANCISCO RÍO CUENCA (20 AUGUST 1926 – MARCH 2010) MONTORO (CORDOBA)
- Blott Kerr-Wilson – SHELL WE DANCE?
- James Howley – THE SHELL COTTAGE AT CARTON
- Hazelle Jackson – EARLY GROTTOES IN ENGLAND

Number 13: Winter 2014  FOLLIES OF BRISTOL AND SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE
- Jonathan Holt – BRISTOL FOLLIES
- Jonathan Holt – SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE FOLLIES
- Jonathan Holt – A SELECTION OF LOST FOLLIES
- Jonathan Holt – A SELECTION OF FOLLIES ALSO OF INTEREST

Number 14: Winter 2015  THE FOLLIES OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE (ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY)
- Jonathan Holt – THE FOLLIES OF GLOUCESTER (ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY)
- Jonathan Holt – A SELECTION OF LOST FOLLIES AND THOSE OF LESSER INTEREST
- Jonathan Holt – BIBLIOGRAPHY

Number 15: Winter 2016  FOLLIES IN FRANCE III: SCRATCHING THE SURFACE
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – Map, Prologue, index
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – ARTICLES PER DEPARTMENT
- Rita Boogaart – MONUMENTAL LAVOIRS AND FONTAINES IN FRANCE
- Pieter and Rita Boogaart – LIST OR GAZETTEER OF NEWLY FOUND FOLLIES, GROTTOES AND GARDEN BUILDINGS IN FRANCE
Number 16: Winter 2017  FACETS OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE, FOLLYWISE

- Pieter and Rita Boogaart -
  - FOLLIES OF LUXEMBOURG
  - SWITZERLAND
  - THE BRUNO WEBER PARK
  - NEW FOLLIES FOR FRAEYLEMABORG
  - EUROBRIDGES IN SPIJKENISSE
  - COLOMARES, A TRIBUTE TO DISCOVERY
  - THE ARTIGAS GARDEN
  - EXPLORATIONS IN ITALY